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Reform and the winter service advantage

In Australia, the Reform municipal tool carrying tractors are primarily utilised in the mowing of steep
banks/hillsides on soft ground conditions where stability and safety is paramount. These hillside tractors are
ideal for mowing embankments, steep terrain, open areas such as golf courses and all other general green area
maintenance.
However, while the primary application is the most popular among municipalities
and contractors around Australia, the Reform tool carrying, allterrain tractors are
also versatile enough to be used during the winter months around Australia's
expansive and popular tourist hotspots; the ski resorts and snow fields.
In Europe, for example, the Reform tool carrying
tractors enjoy a full 12month duty cycle, with the more
familiar green/grounds care and roadways maintenance
we are used to in Australia, but with an added winter season of use that includes a
full change of attachments, making the Reform tractor a solid and thoroughly
capable snow clearing and sweeping machine.
In Austria, home to Reform, the brand is a household name. You don't buy a snow
plough and bobcat with hydrodrive sweeper for winter and a conventional tractor with flail mower, and truck
with collection container for summer; you simply buy one machine, a Reform tractor, and quickfit the
attachments you need to suit the job at hand, no matter what time of year. With front and rear linkage and
PTO, you can tackle two job passes at once. The economic and timesaving benefits are astronomical.
Combining the Reform Metrac or Mounty tractor with a variable front snow plough,
allows clearing of road and other public surfaces at various angles. Additionally, a
sweeper can be fitted to clear up any remaining snow. Tried and tested in tough
subzero conditions overseas, for over thirty years, the twoaxle allterrain tractors
are the pinnacle of their class.
Use of specially matched implements ensures a high
level of performance and economy, allyearround. In
the wet and in the dry, in the heat and in the snow, with an outstanding ability to
cope with slopes and difficult terrain without damaging the ground below, high
manoeuvrability, stability and low centre of gravity ensure safe working conditions
throughout.

Truly, the Reform series is the most versatile, multifunction, stable and secure tool carrying tractor range in
the world.

Reform. Changing the way you think about your fleet.
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